
Handling Inonsisteny with the Universal RefereneModelB.N. Rossiter1 M.A. Heather2AbstratThe problems of inonsistent data in information systems are disussed. Afour-level arhiteture, based on the Information Resoure Ditionary System(IRDS), is introdued as a potential solution to suh problems. A formalizationof the IRDS is performed with ategory theory by omposing adjoint funtors.An example is given using various date systems to illustrate the need for four-leveladdressing of data to overome inonsisteny problems.IntrodutionInonsisteny is not a global property. It arises from partiularity where there is onlyhalf the story. Real-world integral systems fully operate free from inonsisteny fornatural proesses remove or, like the laws of physis, forbid inonsistenies. Inon-sistenies exist between parts of a system. The whole system has to be oherent. Amodel is normally a partial view of suh a system and it is the nature of the type ofunertainties that arise in the modelling proess that need to be understood by theprofessional software engineer for the onstrution of modern information systems. In-onsistenies ome about from impliit type hanges, and anomalies when parts onlyof a system are onsidered in isolation.Software does not have the same natural self-organizing properties of hardware.Development of information systems requires a full understanding of the universal un-derlying onepts if information systems are to be onstruted aording to high pro-fessional engineering standards. Inonsistenies an be understood from the viewpointof standards in the ISO universal referene model as implemented in the InformationResoure Ditionary System. Only reently has fully-formal abstrat reasoning beenpossible with the advent of ategory theory in mainstream mathematis to understandthe implementation of a model (from the real-world struture through the abstratdata-type to the data values on disk together with the aess and query methods) asa omposition of funtors. Universal representation of all information systems needsonly three levels of transformation aross level-pairs with a fourth to give ultimateabsolute losure. Inonsisteny is a failure in omposition between the pairs whih anbe orreted by an appropriate natural transformation interpreted as poliy.Example of InonsistenyAn example is onsidered in open systems, involving the problems aused by the in-onsistent treatment of times and dates. It is shown that in open systems the existene1



of loal standards may be ontrolled by de�ning an appropriate Poliy mapping indi-ating how the standard relates to some universal standard. The relationship betweenone Poliy mapping and another is aptured by a natural transformation relating thetwo Model mappings involved. Our work shows that it is essential to move to thishigher level to resolve inonsistenies. The suggestion is that universal representationof all information systems needs only three levels of transformation aross level-pairswith a fourth, a natural transformation omparing the overall models, to give ultimateabsolute losure. Inonsisteny is a failure in omposition between the pairs whih anbe orreted by an appropriate natural transformation interpreted as poliy.A simple example of a ommon ourrene of inonsisteny an perhaps give moreinsight into the salient points in preparation for the theory. There is a well-knowninonsisteny in an international ontext of the way that dates are represented. Thestring 2/3/98 would refer in England to the seond day of Marh but in the UnitedStates to the third of February. It is obvious that onfusion arising from this exampleould have various serious onsequenes in mediine, law, nulear safety, stok ontrol,et. The inonsisteny itself arises from the type hange between the two formatslatent in the di�erent ordering of the numeri �elds. The onept of date is as anordinal applied to the on�guration of the solar system and in partiular to the motionof the earth around the sun and to its rotation on its axes, as viewed and interpretedfrom a partiular geographial loation on earth.Storing dates on a omputer illustrates the lassi omponents of any informationsystem. The alendar is a oneptualisation of solar observations whih are onvertedto some numeri format for storage in eletroni form. In terms of the ANSI SPARCStandard for Database Arhiteture, the solar system is the real world phenomenonto be modelled in terms of abstrat data types, the alendar is the oneptual shemaand the observational proedures provide the external shema. The storage de�nitionsfor the �elds of day, month and year form part of the internal shema to provide valuesfor disk aess and query methods like omparing two dates.From the perspetive of the universal formalism of ategory theory, date is a ate-gory (or type) onsisting of objets. The urrent objet-oriented paradigm has a lessdeveloped understanding of objets as objets. The objet-oriented term objet usuallyrefers to a ategory in ategory theory whih are ategories in their own right, namelythe numeri data �elds. The order in whih the numeri �elds our and the interpre-tation (onvention or poliy) determining whih is the month and whih is the day arefuntors. The data (numbers) are in ategory theory objets. The impliit ordering ofthe integers are ordinary ategorial arrows.Need for Multi-level StruturesWe onsider that a way to begin to ope with managing inonsisteny is to �rst under-stand inonsisteny in its arhetypal form. Here we use the IRDS standard as the basisfor relating heterogeneous systems aross platforms, that is systems based on di�erentparadigms. By determining this mapping for all types of system, the problems arisingin re-engineering are avoided to some extent as all types of approah to informationsystems an be run in an integrated fashion.



Information Resoure Ditionary SystemThe IRDS [3, 4℄ is onstruted on four levels. Eah level taken with its adjaent levelats as a level pair so that there are three level pairs aross the four levels. This meansthat eah point at eah level is diretly related to a point at the other level in thelevel pair. The top level is the Information Resoure Ditionary De�nition Shema(IRDDS) in whih onepts relating to poliy and philosophy are de�ned. In priniple,only one instane of an IRDDS need be de�ned for a problem area. In a oherent systemthere an be only one olletion of suh onepts. The seond level is the InformationResoure Ditionary De�nition (IRDD) in whih shema onstrution failities arede�ned. The third level is the Information Resoure Ditionary (IRD) whih de�nesthe intension for an appliation, giving names and onstraints. The fourth level is theInformation Resoure Data (APP) whih gives the extension, the data values.There are mappings in eah diretion between the levels, termed level-pairs. Weinterpret these mappings in the top-down diretion as follows. There is a ompositemappingModel broken down into onstituent funtors Poliy, Organize and Data repre-senting respetively 1) the poliy by whih abstrations are represented as onstrutionsin a model, 2) the organization of these onstrutions as shemati objets and 3) thepopulation of the shema by data values. Eah of these funtors is termed a level-pair,relating one level in the standard to another. More details on our interpretation of thestandard an be found in [2℄.Formalizing the IRDSIRDDS IRDD
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Figure 1: IRDS Levels in Funtorial TermsThe next task is to formalize the ideas advaned for the IRDS so that a soundsienti� basis an be developed for the approah. This is �rst done at a general levelas in Figure 1. The data funtor (level pair) Poliy maps target objets and arrows inthe ategory IRDDS to image objets in the ategory IRDD for eah type of system.This mapping provides at the MetaMeta level the data for eah kind of system, thatis to say how eah abstration is to be represented. We also label the funtor pairOrganize relating for eah system the onstrutions in IRDD with the names in apartiular appliation in IRD. Combining these new onstrutions with the produtones above gives the diret and universal representation of IRDS shown in Figure 1.



The remaining funtors MetaMeta, Meta and Name are the duals of Poliy,Organize and Data respetively. MetaMeta for a given IRDD relates the data mod-elling failities provided by a system to the universal olletion of abstrations de�nedin IRDDS. Meta for a given IRD relates the shema de�nition (intension) to theonstruts available in the system de�ned in IRDD. Meta therefore relates a namein the intension to a modelling onept in IRDD suh as a lass name to the lassonstrution. Name for a given APP relates a data value to its property name asde�ned in the intension IRD.It will be noted that in Figure 1 all the mappings are two-way and that two om-positions emerge. In ategory theory, Figure 1 is a omposition of funtors withModelas the overall funtor from IRDDS �! APP, suh that for eah type of informationsystem the following ompositions hold:Model = Data ÆOrganize Æ PoliySystem =MetaMeta ÆMeta ÆNameAn obvious bene�t is that we an relate onepts aross models by omparing thefuntors Model : IRDDS �! APP for eah of our types of system. However, for afull onsisteny we should onsider the two-way mappings and ensure that ompositionholds in both diretions. Suh onsisteny is ahieved in ategory theory by adjun-tions. The topi of adjuntions and their omposition is therefore now disussed.AdjointsAdjointness is a development in ategory theory for expressing the relationship betweentwo ategories as a two-way mapping. Adjointness is often expressed in terms of a freefuntor (F ) in one diretion (from left to right, from soure ategory A to target B)and an underlying funtor (G) in the other (target to soure, right to left). If ertainonditions hold, F is said to be left-adjoint to G and G right-adjoint to F .The ritial omparison is between objet a in ategoryA and the result of GÆF (a),usually written simply as GFa, as assigned to ategory A. In e�et an objet in A isompared with the result obtained by applying F and G to it in turn. This omparisonis a natural transformation as it involves a type hange: from A �! Fa �! GFa. Itis usually written �a and alled the unit of adjuntion.a GFa
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�b gFf-������R? -6������IFigure 2: Adjointness { unit and ounit perspetivesThe omparison is made in the ontext of a third objet G(b), usually written simplyas Gb, so that the left-hand diagram in Figure 2 ommutes if adjointness exists, thatis if Gg Æ �a = f . The relationship between ategories A and B is not asymmetri assuggested by the left-hand diagram of Figure 2. The perspetive an be adjusted tothat of the mapping from g as in the right-hand diagram of Figure 2. This diagram



ommutes if �b Æ Ff = g. The arrow �b is known as the ounit of adjuntion andis a natural transformation omparing F (G(b)) to b. Examples of left adjoints areenrihments suh as taking a graph to a ategory, a set to a group, a set to a preorderand a olletion of reord keys to hashed addresses. The orresponding right adjointsqualitatively identify the enrihment, ensuring that a number of type restritions aresatis�ed.The notation we use for an adjuntion is as follows. Consider objet a in ategoryA and objet b in ategory B and mappings:F : A �! B; G : B �! AThen if there is an adjuntion between F and G (F a G), we write the 4-tuple:< F;G; �a; �b >: A �! B to indiate the free funtor, underlying funtor, unit ofadjuntion and ounit of adjuntion respetively. From an appliation viewpoint, auseful view of an adjuntion is that of insertion in a onstrained environment. Theunit � an be thought of as reativity, the ounit � as a quality validation. There is thena relationship between the left and right adjoints suh that � represents quantitativeidenti�ation and � qualitative identi�ation.Composition of AdjointsThe IRDS appliation shown in Figure 1 involves the omposition of adjoints, that isan expression is derived in whih two or more adjoints are adjaent to eah other. It ispart of the power of ategory theory that adjoints an be omposed in the same wayas other arrows. For example onsider the adjoints shown in Figure 3.A B C DF �F ��FG �G ��G�� ���� �� ����Figure 3: Composition of AdjointsThen we may have six adjoints (if the onditions are satis�ed):F a G; �F a �G; ��F a ��G; �FF a G �G; ��F �F a �G��G; ��F �FF a G �G��GWith hom sets these adjuntions give the following isomorphisms:D( ��F �FFa; d) �= C( �FFa; ��Gd) �= B(Fa; �G��Gd) �= A(a;G �G��Gd)where a is an objet in A and d an objet in D. Eah hom set represents the olletionof arrows from the �rst objet to the seond so D( ��F �FFa; d) represents the olletionof arrows from ��F �FFa to d in ategory D.We an de�ne these in more detail with their units and ounits of adjuntion:1. < F;G; �a; �b >: A �! B�a is the unit of adjuntion 1a �! GFa and �b is the ounit of adjuntionFGb �! 1b2. < �F ; �G; ��b; �� >: B �! C��b is the unit of adjuntion 1b �! �G �Fb and �� is the ounit of adjuntion �F �G �!1



3. < ��F ; ��G; ���;���d >: C �! D��� is the unit of adjuntion 1 �! ��G��F and ���d is the ounit of adjuntion��F ��Gd �! 1d4. < �FF;G �G;G��aF � �a; �� � �F� �G >: A �! CThe symbol � indiates vertial omposition, rather than the normal horizontalomposition indiated by Æ. Vertial omposition is of arrows while horizontalomposition is of objets. The two types of omposition are equivalent but verti-al omposition is more in the spirit of ategory theory, being arrow-based, andis used extensively in strutures in ategories, partiularly 2-Categories, by MaLane [5℄ at p.40-44, 272-275.G��aF � �a is the unit of adjuntion 1a �! G �G �FFa and �� � �F� �G is the ounitof adjuntion �FFG �G �! 1The unit of adjuntion is a omposition of:�a : 1a �! GFa with G��aF : GFa �! G �G �FFaThe ounit of adjuntion is a omposition of:�F� �G : �FFG �G �! �F �G with �� : �F �G �! 15. < ��F �F; �G��G; �G���b �F � ��b;���d � ��F ��d ��G >: B �! D�G���b �F � ��b is the unit of adjuntion 1b �! �G��G��F �FB and ���d � ��F ��d ��G is the ounitof adjuntion ��F �F �G��Gd �! 1dThe unit of adjuntion is a omposition of:��b : 1b �! �G �Fb with �G���b �F : �G �Fb �! �G��G��F �FbThe ounit of adjuntion is a omposition of:��F ��d ��G : ��F �F �G��Gd �! ��F ��Gd with ���d : ��F ��Gd �! 1d.6. < ��F �FF;G �G��G; �G���a �FF �G��aF � �a;���d � ��F��d ��G � ��F �F�d �G��G >: A �! DThe unit of adjuntion is a omposition of:�a : 1a �! GFa with G��aF : GFa �! G �G �FFa with G �G���a �FF : G �G �FFa �!G �G��G��F �FFaThe ounit of adjuntion is a omposition of:��F �F�d �G��G : ��F �FFG �G��Gd �! ��F �F �G��Gd with ��F��d ��G : ��F �F �G ��Gd �! ��F ��Gd with ���d :��F ��Gd �! 1dThe advantage in deriving these ompositions is that we have the ability to repre-sent the mappings in either abstrat or detailed form. The overall omposition givesa simple representation for oneptual purposes; the individual mappings enable thetransformations to be followed in detail at eah stage and provide a route for imple-mentation.Composed Adjuntions in IRDSThe ability to ompose adjoints naturally means that we an ombine well togethersuh diverse features as poliy, organization and data in a single arrow. Returning tothe IRDS representation, we an see the following ompositions need to be investigated



in more detail:Data ÆOrganize Æ Poliy (model perspetive)MetaMeta ÆMeta ÆName (system perspetive)We an onstrut the 4-tuple to represent the omposed adjuntions de�ned inFigure 1:< DOP;AMN;AM���irddsOP � A��irddsP � �irdds;���app �D��appN �DO�appMN >where P is the funtor Poliy, O Organize, D Data, A MetaMeta, M Meta and NName.If the onditions of this adjuntion are met, we an represent the omposed adjun-tion:Model a Systemby the 4-tuple: < Model; System; �irdds; �app >: IRDDS �! APPwhere Model = DOP , System = AMN , �irdds is the unit of adjuntion and �app is theounit of adjuntion.This adjuntion an be evaluated for eah appliation giving a olletion of 4-tuples.Comparison of these 4-tuples then gives the mehanism for interoperability betweenappliations both heterogeneous and homogeneous.A simple example is shown in Figure 4 of the omposed adjoints found when aomparison is made of the mapping from the top level IRDDS to data APP forrelational and objet systems holding similar data de�nitions for students. The exam-ple shows the ategories involved IRDDS; IRDD; IRD;APP, the mappings betweenthese ategories as the funtors Poliy; Organize;Data, the omposition of these fun-tors Model, the natural transformation omparing the omposed funtor Model fortwo di�erent systems and the omposed adjuntion Model a System.There is one top-level IRDDS as there is one olletion of universal abstrations;many funtors Poliy eah one taking the abstrations to a olletion of onstrutsavailable in a partiular approah; many funtors Organize eah one taking the on-struts available to the data de�nitions (shema) in a partiular database and manyData eah one taking the shema to the data values in a partiular database. Organizeprovides data ditionary failities and Data database failities.The adjoint given by the 4-tuple< Model; System; �irdds; �app > de�nes the two-waymapping between Model and System at an abstrat level. The detailed form, givenas a omposition of the three funtors involved in eah diretion, provides a basis formahine representation. Implementing these adjuntions will give a rigorous methodfor relating heterogeneous systems.Example of Dates RevisitedFigure 4 shows a four-level representation of dates. The mapping Poliy takesthe onept of date into a number of onstrutions available suh as giga years, days,months and years of variable baselines. Organize takes the onstruts into a numberof formats, with the US mapping having a di�erent target to the European. Datatakes the format to the assoiated values. Many relationships an be derived from thediagram inluding that of Amerian and European dates by ��dmyAD:



Conepts IRDDS datePoliy # MetaMeta"Construts IRDD giga years days,months,years(AD) days,months,years(BC)Organize# Universe US Euro Early Meta"Format IRD g:f � 109 mm/dd/yyyy dd/mm/yyyy dd/mm/yyyyData # Name"Values APP 4.2 05/19/2000 19/05/2000 19/03/127
?HHHHHHHHHjPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPq? ? ? ?? ? ? ?Figure 4: Consistent Handling of Dates in Four-level Arhiteture��dmyAD : US �! Eurowhere dmyAD is the objet in IRDD for days. months and years (AD). More generallyany date values date1 and date2 ompared by the natural transformation ���app:���app : System(date1) �! System(date2)an be related in a onsistent manner through the omposed adjuntions evaluatedearlier and applied to the four-level arhiteture of Figure 4.Referenes[1℄ Barr, M, & Wells, C, Category Theory for Computing Siene, Prentie-Hall, 2nded. (1995).[2℄ Heather, M A, & Rossiter, B N, Construting Standards for Cross-Platform Op-eration, Software Quality Journal, 7(2) 10pp (1998).[3℄ Information tehnology - Information Resoure Ditionary System (IRDS) frame-work, Standard ISO/IEC 10027 (1990); 10728 (1993).[4℄ Information tehnology - Referene Model of Data Management, StandardISO/IEC 10032 (1993).[5℄ Ma Lane, S, Categories for the Working Mathematiian, 2nd ed, Springer-Verlag,New York (1998).1 Computing Siene, Newastle University NE1 7RU, UK;email: B.N.Rossiter�newastle.a.uk; Tele: ++44 191 222 7946.2 Sutherland Building, University of Northumbria at Newastle NE1 8ST.


